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Examples of students’ free text comments 

Translation by the authors 

 

Table 1: Comments of students why the implementation of PJplus had no effect to their teaching 

“PJplus has not arrived on ward yet […]. Therefore, despite PJplus, you simply have to be lucky 

with your assistants.” 

“There is simply too little time in the daily routine on ward for it.” 

“All supervisors must be motivated to teach and students even more! If you are not interested 

in learning something, no Mini-CEX will help you.” 

“The transfer [of PJplus] to the ward is often smiled at, because of high workload and 

permanent (sometimes massive) lack of staff.” 

“There is too much pressure behind it, you can tell. Clearly, it would be better teaching when 

colleagues don't 'have to' but 'want to'.” 

“PJplus is undoubtedly a good idea […]. Only the implementation varies from department to 

department […]. The Mini-CEX's often hover over the medical students like a sword of 

Damocles. In the normal everyday routine of a ward there is usually no time for PJplus. [In the 

end], I was glad, that there was no PJplus in the last tertial, because the Mini-CEX's and the 

mentor meetings always put me under stress […].” 

“A ward, that is so weakly staffed, that it has to use students to fill in gaps for missing nurses 

and doctors, logbook or not, [there is no way] to guarantee a decent education. […] I think, only 

stations with sufficient valences can benefit from PJplus […].” 
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Table 2: Students perceptions about whether or not they felt safe to take over a ward on their own after their 

last PJ-tertial 

 PJplus Feels safe 

“[…] I have hardly done any anamnesis or physical examination, let alone looked 

after my own patients.” 

no no 

“I do think I could take care of the ward on my own, although unsteadily. It would be 

helpful to be more involved in the decision making, so that you get the necessary 

routine […].” 

yes yes 

“Unfortunately [I cared] too rarely for patients. […] Also structured procedure from 

registration for interventions to writing the discharge letter I did not learn correctly.” 

no no 

“[…] As PJ-student I mainly did the work that was left behind without having time for 

my own patients. It should be made clear to the staff that this is exactly what it is all 

about, even if it costs time for all others.” 

no no 

“I received too little insight into the medical activities and their processes on the 

ward, because I was busy with other work (blood sampling and getting patients 

consents’). […]” 

no no 

“Of course, I am still unsure about many things, but unfortunately I think you can 

only learn the right way to become a physician by working as one.” 

no yes 

“As PJ-student I was only slightly involved in the real planning of the ward due to 

lack of time.” 

no no 

“[…] During PJ I have noticed that skills such as time management, prioritization and 

conflict resolution are needed more than all the biochemical degradation products of 

the urea cycle. Neither studies nor PJs prepare you for the daily routine on ward.” 

no no 

“Yes, but… […] I did feel able to lead a ward already before the beginning of this 

tertial. This ability was put to a hard test, when I had to take over a ward with about 

15 patients as a "physician in PJ" and had manage the daily routine independently 

[…]. During the last two weeks I even had to train two new PJ-students […]” 

yes yes 

“I am completely insecure in conducting a ward round, because up to now I was only 

allowed to listen to what the senior physician decided, or even sometimes had to do 

other things during the ward round. So I missed any practice to think for myself […].” 

no no 

“[…] For the patients, I would like not to learn from mistakes, but to learn as error-

free as possible.” 

no no 

 

 


